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The NST-1000 + technology combines with the weight of the VETA-GELTM material 
to provide the Non-slip and high grade mesh fabric cover. Further, it helps maintain 
proper posture while sitting for long periods of time. 

BALANCEON SEAT PORTABLE

Opened Folded

Prevent the compressed blood vessels and 
Skin with BalanceOn Seat!

Special Performance

Smooth
Circulation

Vibration
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Durability

Pleasant
Seating

Non-slip

Perfect
Fitting

Busan Techno-Park
Busan Production Industrial Center

BALANCEON SEAT (M)
Gray / Green / Orange

Air-pumping System™

Each Air-cell of the Double-layers Honeycomb VETA-GELTM

expels air and absorbs fresh air providing a comfortable sitting/
resting experience. 

Double-Layers VETA-GELTM

•Highly elastic special polymer with 99.9%
    antibacterial and non-skin irritating effect!
•VETA-GELTM is a combination of Skin-safe oil
    and the special polymer
•Excellent elasticity and restoring
    properties of it disperse pressure forced
    by weight and absorbs external impacts
    and fine vibrations.
•Heat stability up to 70˚C without shape
    change

•KRATON polymers
Kraton manufactures biobased chemicals
and specialty polymers that deliver
exceptional value and enhance the lives
of people all over the world, over 70
countries with more than 800 customers
in the world.

Comparison with Latex & Memory Foam
Double-Layer VETA-GELTM

Latex
(1st Generation)

Memory Foam
(2nd Generation)

Double-layers Honeycomb VETA-GELTM

(Latest Generation)

•Chemical additives + Natural rubber
•Made for shock proof
•Too Hard to wash (lack in sanitation)
•Hardened at high temperature and
    generate white powder
•Easily torn out & lose elasticity
•Different and various quality and
    performance based on price

•Poly Urethane
•Made for momentary shockproof
•Washing impossible 
    (lack in sanitation) 
•Hazardous VOC
    (VolatileOrganicCompound) can
    bevolatilized
•Easily torn out & decrease in
    restoring force lose elasticity

•Safe oil used for cosmetic+ Special
    Gel Elastomer
•Made for dispersing pressure in long
    time
•Easy to wash
•High Durability at high Temperature
    (70℃)
•Air pumping by an independent 
    Hexagonal Pillar
•Reasonable price with long life use
•Not easily torn out
•99.9% antibacterial

Double-Layers Honeycomb Technology ™

It is patented new technology derived from the honeycomb
technology for withstanding weight (Buckling & Compression)
of building in architectural engineering and its hexagonal
structures are developed by millions of 3D graphic design tests.
The technology enhanced its quality with Double-layers pressure
dispersion structure having a thin-upper layer for hip and a thick-
bottom layer. 

Honeycomb Structures

Honeycomb Structures are diversely applicable to architecture, 
F1 Machine and High Speed Train(TGV) for withstanding the
weight

Prevention Technology for squashed, 
twisted skin and blood vessels.

The high-density and high-elasticity of the Double-layers 
honeycomb structure of the VETA-GELTM provides the optimum 
dispersion of pressure applied to the hips and thighs, helping to 
reduce pressure on the skin and blood vessels.

Memory Foam
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Memory Foam VETA-GELTM
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